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It takes several years and a large amount of money to develop radar related
weapon systems. Radar performance evaluation methods play a vital role in risk
reduction of these costly development and procurement programs. In the early
stages of development, when no hardware is available, radar performance
evaluation is made by analysis and simulation using the performance evaluation
tools. Radar design is reiterated until it satisfies the desired requirements. These
performance evaluation tools are also used by government agencies to perform
comparative evaluations of various system designs offered by competing
contractors. In the later stages of radar development, when hardware becomes
available, performance evaluation is performed by laboratory tests and field tests.
Computerized performance evaluation can still be used to expand the envelope of
field tests. This is desirable as it will reduce the overall cost of testing as
exhaustive field tests are expensive to carry out.
Radar evaluation is normally made in several steps, depending on the status
of the program and the resources available to the evaluator. The necessary analysis
may start from fundamental theoretical models of radar performance, or from
available test data on similar radar equipment which may need to be improved to
meet the new requirements. Some areas of radar performance are well understood,
and accurate calculations of system performance can be made from the known
radar parameters and the models of the external environment in which the radar is
intended to operate.
In other cases, reliable theoretical procedures which permit accurate prediction
of radar performance have not been developed, and simulation or field test will be
required. Even in those areas where adequate theory exists, there still remains
considerable uncertainty as to the validity of models used to represent target and
environmental effects, and key aspects of performance can only be validated by
tests. A thorough analytical evaluation is required, however, to identify the specific
critical areas in which tests are necessary to resolve existing uncertainties.
The need for analytical evaluation prior to testing is based on the limited test
resource available and on the statistical nature of most radar performance measures.
Analysis techniques are seldom reliable enough to permit a positive decision on the
radar production without validation through actual field tests. On the other hand,
radar designs which have fundamental flaws or limitations can often be rejected on
the basis of analysis alone. When particular areas of concern are identified by
analysis, it is usually possible to design test programs to determine whether these
areas are adequately addressed by radar design.
In this thesis, performance of an existing air surveillance radar (ASR-9), will
be evaluated using the 'Radar Evaluation Software'which is commercially available
from Artech House. General characteristics of ASR-9 are described in Chapter II.
The required theoretical background for performance evaluation is given in Chapter
III. In Chapter IV the results of radar performance is presented.
II. RADAR DESCRIPTION
A. AIR SURVEILLANCE RADAR
Originally, primary radars were magnetron systems equipped with a single
fan-beam antenna mounted on an azimuth rotator. Later versions incorporated
moving target indicator (MTI) detectors, which used delay lines to cancel ground
clutter. Even MTI radars had difficulty in the detection of low altitude aircraft in
the presence of ground vehicles, rain, and other interference. To handle such
adverse conditions, the Air Surveillance Radar (ASR-9), a present generation
primary airport radar, uses the Moving Target Detector (MTD) concept. MTD
employs several adaptive digital signal and data processing techniques. For
example, doppler processing eliminates ground and rain clutter which is followed
by a number of target editing steps; e.g., a ground-clutter map rejects false alarms
that result from mountains and buildings. Fixed and area (adaptive) thresholds are
used to eliminate echoes caused by flocks of birds or unwanted targets such as
automobiles and trucks. MTD achieves further reduction of false alarms with a
surveillance-processing module that uses scan-to-scan correlation for rejecting
targets that fail to meet spatial or temporal criteria. As a result, ASR-9 can deliver
reports free from clutter and false alarms found in earlier airport primary radars.
MTD processing is explained in subsequent paragraphs.























Figure 1. MTD-II Block diagram
The upper beam is used for close range targets and it receives a smaller
amount of ground clutter. The lower beam is used for distant targets; its minus 3-
dB point is typically directed toward the horizon.
The antenna normally both radiates and receives vertical polarization.
However, when there is heavy precipitation over a significant portion of coverage
area, the radar switches to circular polarization. By doing so, the sensor achieves
an additional 12 to 20 dB of precipitation-echo rejection. During the time that
circular polarization is used, weather signals are derived from the orthogonal-
polarization ports of the antenna. Meanwhile, the target signals are received through
the same ports of the antenna that are used when linear polarization is radiated.
Multiple-channel rotary joints carry the information of the received signals to the
processing units, which are located in a shelter at the base of antenna tower. During
operation with circular polarization, a switch located on the antenna selects either
the weather-channel upper or lower beam. The signal from the selected beam is
then passed through a single rotating joint to the weather-channel receiver.
Signals for target detection pass from the antenna through a sensitivity time
control and a low-noise amplifier. Signals are then heterodyned to an intermediate
frequency, and translated to baseband at the output of the receiver to provide in
phase and quadrature video signals. A/D converters sample these in-phase and
quadrature (I-Q) video channels to generate digital output for further processing.
There are two coherent processing intervals (CPI) for each beam dwell, and
each beam dwell commences in synchronism with a bearing pulse from the shaft
encoder that reports the antenna's position. In the case of ASR-9, the individual
CPIs in the CPI pair use 8 and 10 pulses, respectively, with a nominal average
pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) of 1,000 Hz and nine-to-seven ratio between the
two CPIs. Fill pulses account for variations in the angular rate of the antenna that
result from wind effects.
For each of the 8 or 10 CPI periods, the processor's input memories store the
signals for the 960 range gates, which span 60 nmi with a range resolution of 1/16
nmi. The processor then performs saturation and interference testing of the digital
signals, followed by doppler filtering and thresholding. Finally, range, azimuth,
Doppler amplitude, and quality values are delivered for the targets in the range
cells that contain detections. (A quality value indicates the expected azimuth
estimate error.) The detections are then correlated and centroids are found for the
range and azimuth measurements. Reports are then subjected to additional criteria
for false-alarm rejection, before passing on to a scan-to-scan correlator that reduces
the output false-alarm rate to about one per scan.
B. THE MTD PROCESSOR
The MTD process performs several functions such as signal processing,
thresholding, area thresholding and scan-to-scan correlation.
1. Signal Processing
MTD's central functional element is a set of doppler filters, typically 8
or 10 for each range cell. The output of the filters are all individually subjected to
thresholds. The input to the filters is derived from the output of the quadrature
video detectors, which are sampled by two 12-bit A/D converters operating at a
rate of 1 MHz. For each 4.8 second revolution of radar antenna, there are 256
azimuth beam dwells, each of which contains two CPIs. For each CPI, 960 range
cells are processed. Thus, after every revolution of the antenna, more than 4 million
doppler filters are formed.
The output of doppler filters is examined by the signal processor, which
uses threshold criteria appropriate to the desired false-alarm rate and to the
locations of the signals relative to several factors: ground clutter, precipitation
echoes, and the number of bird echoes encountered. Two pulse-repetition intervals
are used to prevent the masking due to blind speed and the masking that occurs
when rain clutter obscures a target.
2. Thresholding
The signal will be declared as the target if and only if it exceeds a
certain threshold. The threshold in the case of the zero velocity filter is established
from the average of 10-20 scans. A double sided sliding-window, constant false-












Figure 2 Cell -averaging CFAR
doppler-velocity filters. The CFAR processor calculates a threshold by averaging
the eight cells preceding and eight cells following an interval that includes the
range cell under test (Thus the total window, which is approximately 1 nmi long,
includes 16 range cells). The main objective of CFAR is to adjust the threshold so
that the false alarm rate is maintained constant. To improve resolution, ASR-9 uses
the algorithm that does not consider the first three strongest echoes within the
CFAR window. Thus it can resolve the target as close as 0.25 nmi.
3. Post-Detection Processing
In post-detection processing, threshold target reports are subjected to
additional filtering. This filtering removes ground clutter that exceeds the design
characteristics of the filter bank. A high-spatial-resolution map (0.25 nmi x 2.8° )
is employed to select the appropriate threshold values for the ground clutter; a
doppler weighting that corresponds to the scanning modulation and, for the ground
traffic, a flat-topped Doppler weighting. After this operation is completed, the
reports are correlated and interpolated. Targets are grouped in accordance with their
spatial adjacency. The centroids of the different groups are then calculated from a
center-of-mass estimation (first moment weighted by amplitude). Each centroided
target report is given a quality value:an integer ranging from to 3 that indicates
the number of detections that were made as the antenna scanned past the target. A
high quality value corresponds to a greater number of detections. The MTD tracker
uses a target's quality value as one of the criteria in deciding whether the target
should be ignored, entered to update a track, or pursued to initiate a new track
during the next scan. The ASR-9 design enhances azimuth resolution by employing
a beam-matching algorithm. When a run of reports extends beyond two
beamwidths, ASR-9 compares the amplitude data with a pattern that a large single
target would produce. A substantial difference between the amplitude data and the
expected pattern implies the existence of two targets in close azimuthal proximity.
4. Area Thresholding
The sensitivity of MTD-II permits the detection of birds and insect
targets that have mean cross sections of approximately 0.003 m2 and effective
radar-backscattering cross sections as small as 0.001 m2 . In comparison, aircraft
targets have apparent mean cross sections of 1 m2 . The area-thresholding process
reduces the effects of bird populations by limiting the false alarm rate to a fixed
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maximum value that has as small an effect on the detection rate as possible. The
threshold is set by integrating reports for the time necessary to obtain an accurate
estimate of low cross-section target detections. If the count exceeds a nominal
value of 60 false alarms per scan over the coverage area, the area-thresholding
processor raises the thresholds. To overcome the flocks of bird clutter, area-
thresholding uses two filters. The first filter integrates over 200 seconds with
approximately 16 mi2 x 3-Doppler-bin resolution. The second filter integrates over
5 seconds and covers within 20 miles of radar and within 3 Doppler bins. The two-
filter combination mitigates, on a localized basis, the effects of long lasting bird
flights. At the same time, the filter combination can respond quickly to cope with
the sudden flight of a flock of birds.
5. Scan-to-Scan Correlation (Tracking)
The target is subjected to additional filtering after it passes through the
area thresholding. This filter will select the target which correlates with the target
from the previous scan and then predict the next position on this basis. If the true
target in the next scan does not appear at the expected position (within some
allowable error), that target will be dropped after three consecutive scans. MTD
also drops targets that correlate with track but never move more than 0.25 mi from
an initial position.
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6. Elimination of Ambiguous Range
The pulse repetition intervals are staggered using microstagger, which
increases the pulse-repetition interval by two range cells (approximately 300 m) so
that echoes from the ambiguous-range intervals are asynchronous with one another.
Using this asynchronism, the range-ambiguous echoes of the target are eliminated.
However, in mountainous regions where range-ambiguous clutter can occur, it is
necessary to revert to a nonstaggered pulse-repetition interval in order to eliminate
the clutter.
7. Moving Ground Targets
Subclutter visibility of ASR-9 is of the order of 45 dB. Even in heavy
clutter within the range cell, this radar still can detect the target. On the other hand,
this could be a critical problem for the surveillance radar because the automobile
moving with the velocity comparable to the aircraft can be easily detected by the
MTI radar. This problem is fixed by taking advantage of the vertical-interferometer
effect: the phase of a ground target is different from that of an air target echo.
C. RADAR PARAMETERS
Transmitter
Peak Power (at coupler) 1.12 MW
Pulse Width (3dB) 1.03 us
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Radiated Frequency 2.7-2.9 GHz
Transmission Line Loss 1 .0 dB
Receiver
Noise Figure (max) 4.1 dB
Transmission Line Loss 1 .6 dB
Mismatch and Range Sampling Loss (Cb ) 1 .0 dB
Sensitivity (min) -108 dBm
Antenna
Power Gain
Low Beam 34 dB
High Beam 33 dB
Azimuth Beamwidth,Both Beams (3dB) 1.4 deg
Elevation Beamwidth (3dB) 4.8 min
Rotation Rate (RPM) 12.5±10%
Signal Processor
No.of Filters in Low PRF 8
No.of Filters in high PRF 10
Pulses in Low PRF CPI 8
Pulses in High PRF CPI 10
Average Coherent Integration Gain 8.25 dB
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Signal Processing Losses(L
x ) 3.25 dB
PRF 928 to 1321 Hz
ASR-9 has been approved by the FAA as it meets most of the requirements
of a primary radar for the airport. It meets the requirement of range detection,
probability of detection and false alarm rate, range resolution, angle resolution and
traffic handling capacity. Weather channel specifications are not discussed here
because it is beyond the scope of this study. Some techniques mentioned in this
section are not only used in the civilian radars, but also widely used in most of the
military radars. Since most of the design details of ASR-9 are unclassified and
readily available this radar is chosen as the subject of the performance evaluation
instead of a military radar.
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in. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
A. PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY
Radar evaluation is normally done in several steps and typically follows the
sequence given below
1. Analysis and Simulation;
2. Subsystem tests;
3. Laboratory tests;
4. Field tests; and
5. Extrapolation from tests, using analysis, simulation and field test results.
However, we will only evaluate radar performance by using analysis in this thesis.
Marcurn-Swerling developed the radar detection theory for five kinds of target
models. However these computations are complex and time consuming. Barton
developed an empirical method to solve the radar detection problem. All the
detectability equations in this section are empirical in nature and may not be
justified by exact theoretical analysis.
In a typical calculation, maximum target detection range is computed for
given probability of detection Pd , probability of false alarm Pfa , target model and
the radar system parameters. The above computation assumes a target signal in the
15
presence of thermal noise. The procedure is then extended to the determination of
target detection range in the presence of jamming and surface clutter.
B. DETECTION RANGE IN THERMAL NOISE
In Barton's procedure [Ref.2] the detectability factor D
x
plays a central role
in the computation which is defined later in this section. Once the detectability
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La is attenuation loss
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is transmission line loss
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The effective detectability factor (D
x) is defined as the required signal-to-noise
ratio to achieve particular probabilities of detection and false alarm for a specific
target model. It also includes receiver matching loss , beamshape loss , and the
signal processing loss. D
x




x indicates target model, x will be 0,1,2,3,4 referring to Swerling target
model
n is the number of pulses integrated
L
x
is signal processing loss that consists of eclipsing loss, straddling




M is receiver matching loss
D
x
(n) is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) required to produce Pd and Pfa when
n pulses are noncoherently integrated and target RCS model is
Swerling x
E, is the signal energy




(n) in equation 3.2 is determined from
D ^IDL.MMftJ ,3.3,* n
where Lj(n) is the integration loss when n pulses are integrated for any
target model x (0,1,2,3,4). The integration loss is zero for ideal coherent




where D (l) is single pulse SNR for a constant target to achieve particular Pd
and Pfa . The value of D (l) may be obtained from Figure 4, but it is also available
in radar evaluation software. D (n) is the required SNR for each pulse of the n-
pulse train. Plots of L,(n) for various D (l) are shown in Figure 3. It should be
noted that L,(n) is same for all target models.
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Figure 3 Integration loss versus number
of pulses integrated after
envelope detection
Figure 4 Detectability factor for a steady target
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However L^KnJ in (3.3), the loss due to the fluctuation of target radar cross
section is computed separately for each target model. This loss for general case
target model is defined as
Lf (Khe)dB=(-£-)Lt (l)dB (3.4)
where
K is the half number of independent Gaussian components
n
e
is the number of independent signals integrated during n pulses
Values of n
e
and K are given by







= 1 , K = 1
case 2 n
e
= n , K = 1
case 3 n
e
= 2 , K = 2
case 4 n
e
= 2n , K = 2
Lf(l) in (3.4) is a fluctuation loss for case 1 target model. This loss, plotted in
Figure 5 for single-pulse case, is primarily a function of Pd , but also depends
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Figure 5 Fluctuation loss for case 1
target
System noise temperature (T
s
) can be used to define the noise environment.
Using the method of Blake, system noise temperature (T

























is antenna noise temperature (°K)
T
a
is the apparent temperature of sky as viewed at the radar
frequency[Ref.2 :pp. 1 5].
L
a
is antenna dissipative loss
T
r
is receiver line noise temperature
T^ is physical temperature of transmission line
L
r
is receiver line loss
T
e
is receiver noise temperature
T is reference temperature
NF is receiver noise figure
Others parameters in (3.1) are obtained from the radar specification. There
may be several slightly different procedures to compute radar range detection.
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C. DETECTION RANGE IN THE PRESENCE OF JAMMING
Noise jammers are often used to degrade the performance of surveillance
radar. Noise jamming degrades the victim radar by raising the noise level in its
receiver. In the radar evaluation software, jamming is represented by its equivalent
temperature which is derived below.
Jamming power into the radar is given by
P,G,G
rA
2F7- B rj-= J J J x
_^ (3>5)
(471) 2R)La ^ bj
where
Pj is jammer power
Gj is gain of jammer antenna
Fj is pattern propagation factor from the jammer into the radar
antenna
Rj is range to the jammer
L
aj is the one-way atmospheric attenuation
B
r
is radar receiver bandwidth
Bj is jammer receiver bandwidth
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Jammer equivalent temperature is given by
T^-Z (3.7)
J k






















(47i) 3Z?^(rs + Iv)L tLB
For two or more jammers, individual values of T^ are calculated, and the total
system temperature is the sum of T
s
+Tjl+Tj2+
D. DETECTION RANGE IN CLUTTER
Radar clutter is defined as unwanted echoes from the ground, sea, rain, chaff,




where a° is surface clutter reflectivity, and F
c
is pattern
propagation factor in clutter.
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Using the radar range equation the power spectral density of the clutter return
is given by












Variables in above equations are defined as
o
c
is clutter cross section
A
c




C is velocity of propagation of light
y is grazing angle (For a ground radar, \|/ is generally small,
hence sec \\f~ 1.)
Y is proportionality constant, it has a value from 0.03 to 0.15





Clutter cross-section for a ground-based radar is
=
yh
£{M, U 2£ ) (3-11)
Rc ' Lp 2




_t 1 r c^c
_^ _g_a J£C (3.12)
(4«) 3/2*L
e
L. *c L- 2p
The power spectral density of the target return is
3m PsG^aF} (3 13)
(4tc) 3i? 4L tLa
From equations 3.12 and 3.13, the signal-to-noise ratio for a target in a background







S/C depends heavily on the pattern propagation factor F
c
which is defined for three
different ranges as given below
1. Short Range, R < R
v
where R, = 47ch
r
ahA
ah in the above expression is the RMS value of surface roughness
Pattern propagation factor for this range is









3. Long Range R > Rh (Diffraction region)
where Rh = 4130 hr
05
In this region, F
c
can be calculated by using the elaborate analytical
approximation given in Ref.2:pp 553-558.




From equation 3.14 and 3.15
3 ImQF*LXcL*c
(
r )o= 7? < < 3 - 16)c R*hea (l£)LayFi






In the software (S/C) is termed the detectability factor for detection in clutter.
Theoretical background of the performance evaluation software has been discussed




A radar performance evaluation is presented in this chapter. The results are
obtained using computer software. The theoretical basis of the software has been
presented in Chapter III.
A. DETECTION RANGE IN THERMAL NOISE
Using the radar evaluation software, data in Table 1 were generated. This
table shows detection ranges and detectability factor for various Pd (for a fixed Pfa
of 10"
6)and target models. R
, Rl9 R 2 , R 3 and R4 in Table 1 denote detection range
for the five target models.
Radar parameters from Chapter II were used as inputs to the program. The
program requires additional data on target RCS, target height and the nature of
ground terrain. A target RCS of 1 m2 and height of 1 km were assumed. Ground
terrain was assumed to be 'smooth'.
Data from Table 1 is plotted in Figure 6 as Pd versus detection range. The
results are in agreement with the radar detection theory. It is clear from Figure 6
that the constant RCS target model gives a longer detection range as compared to
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Figure 6 Detection range performance in Thermal noise for different Swerling
target models
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B. DETECTION RANGE IN THE PRESENCE OF STAND OFF
JAMMING
Evaluation of radar performance in the presence of stand off jammer (SOJ)
is an extension of radar performance in thermal noise. Jamming power is converted
into an equivalent noise temperature and later combined with the system noise
temperature (T
s
). SOJ is assumed to be at a distance of 380 km from the radar and
it is jamming the radar through the main lobe.
The jammer parameters are as follows
Jammer range from Radar 380 km
SOJ azimuth from Radar deg
SOJ altitude above Earth's surface 8.135 km
Jammer ERP (PjGj) 10 kw
Jammer bandwidth 300 Mhz
Jammer polarization Vertical
Jammer noise quality (Q) dB
Software (module 'Detection range in jamming') was used to determine the
effect of stand off jammer on ASR-9. The last column in Table 2 shows the signal
to interference ratio (SIR) for constant radar cross section target at various ranges.
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Figure 7 The comparison of detection range performance in thermal noise and SOJ
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Minimum SIR required for Pd of 0.9 is 15.75 dB which can be obtained only
up to range of 26.7 km (case 0). Beyond this range radar can not maintain the
required SIR and thus probability of detection will go down from the required
value of 0.9.
The other columns in Table 2 are defined below
Jq/Nq is Jamming-to-noise ratio of SOJ
I is Interference due to jamming
Iq/Nq is Interference-to-noise ratio
J is Jamming spectral density
E/N is Energy-to-noise Ratio
When radar is subjected to SOJ, the maximum radar detection range(with Pd
of 0.9) is reduced from 80 km to 26.7 km as shown in Figure 7. The decrease in
detection range was due to decrease in SIR. The decreased SIR was result of
additional noise introduced by SOJ. However, this SOJ will not be able to affect
the target detection when the target is at a distance of 26.7 km from the radar or
closer. Also, as shown in Figure 7, the maximum detection range in presence of
SOJ is reduced for all Swerling target models as expected.
C. DETECTION RANGE IN SURFACE CLUTTER
In this section the effect of ground clutter on SIR and maximum detection
range is determined. For clutter calculations first flatland terrain type is considered.
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The reflectivity of terrain is assumed to be -20 db (constant gamma model). Clutter
did not make any noticeable change in SIR and in detection range.
Next mountain terrain type is considered for detection range computation.
Following parameters are used in this calculation
Reflectivity -5 dB
Clutter velocity spread 0.3 m/s
Terrain roughness G\, 100 m
ivITI improvement factor 45 dB
The last two columns in Table 3 show SIR with and without clutter. A decrease in
SIR will have negative impact on the detection range.
Signal-to-interference ratio and some other parameters tabulated in Table 3
for the mountain terrain type are as follows:
Co/N is the clutter to noise ratio that has already
been reduced by MTI improvement factor
N
,
C is Noise and Clutter spectral density
(Co+N )/N is Interference to Noise Ratio
D X(C +N )/N is the required detectability above clutter plus noise
(interference) floor
In Table 3, the ambiguous ranges are tabulated from 169.1 km to 211.2 km.
The clutter has a stronger effect at close distances. Curve 1 in Figure 8 represents
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clutter-to-noise ratio as a function of range. An improvement factor of 45 dB was
assumed for the computation of this curve. To achieve Pd of 0.9, a detectability
factor equal to 15.75 dB is required. Curve 2 represents the radar threshold to
achieve Pd of 0.9. Curve 3 is target signal as function of range. The detection range
for this case from Figure 8 is 85 km. It should be noted that if the improvement
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Figure 8 Signal-to-clutter plus noise ratio versus range detection for ASR-9 radar with land
clutter (Mountain terrain type)
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this thesis, radar range performance of Air Surveillance Radar ASR-9 is
analyzed using a professional software package from Artech House. The basic
procedure for determining the detection range is to first determine detectability
factor for specific target model and required Pd and Pfa . The detectability factor is
then used to compute the radar threshold. Target signal is determined from the
given radar parameters as function of range and compared against the threshold to
see if detection will take place at any of the ranges. The program was exercised to
determine detection range for the following cases: thermal noise only, stand off
jammer plus noise, and clutter plus noise. All five target models were considered
for the cases of thermal noise and stand off jammer plus thermal noise.
The software is user friendly, but its theoretical basis is not well documented
and most of formulas used in it are empirical. Software has provision to incorporate
the MTI effects to counter the clutter. In Chapter HI, an effort is made to
mathematically describe the theory behind the program. Some parameters provided
by software may not be suitable for all applications. A user can use his own data
under such circumstances. For example, if the radar site is located in certain terrain
that is not available in the software, the user can enter the data from other sources
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instead of the data provided by the code. The software can also be used to
determine jammer parameters which will deny the radar its normal coverage.
In Chapter IV, the result of performance evaluation will be used to decide if
radar system performs in given condition as the desired requirement or not. Further
analysis using this software has to be carried out to estimate the usefulness of the
radar under varying jamming conditions such as noise quality, bandwidths, ERP,
and polarization etc. Similarly, analysis has to be carried out with different terrain
types such as sea, chaff, and farmland etc. Yet, analytical evaluation would not
completely validate ASR-9 performance for all cases. Field test is required to




The Artech House radar evaluation program is designed for use with personal
computers. This program is based on the theory presented in Radar Evaluation
Handbook [Refl.]. The program predicts radar performance and determines the
effect on radar performance due to changes in the parameters of the radar, target,
or environment.
The theoretical basis of the program has been described in Chapter III. This
program can be used to predict the detection performance of a proposed or actual
radar such as ASR-9.
The radar evaluation software consists of ten modules but the modules which
are related to the thesis are:
1. Radar and target description
2. Detectability factor
3. Detection range in thermal noise
4. Detection range with noise jamming
5. Detection range with surface clutter
6. Detection range with combined interference sources
A brief description of each of these modules follows.
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Radar and Target Description
In this module, the major parameters of radar subsystems such as transmitter,
antenna, receiver, and signal processing are entered in the program. Target
parameters are also entered at this stage. Not all parameters of a subsystem are
entered. For example, an average power and blind speed are computed from peak
power, pulse width and PRF which have already been entered.
Radar performance is affected by the choice of radar mode. For ASR-9 radar,
MTI mode is chosen. The Swerling target model and average target cross section
are also selected in this module. After all entries have been completed, the file is
saved for the following modules.
Detectability Factor
This program module calculates the basic detectability factor for the target
model specified in Module 1 , and modifies this factor for several losses resulting
from receiver matching, antenna beamshape and signal processing. A mathematical
background has already been given in section B of Chapter III. The program
calculates the detectability factors for each value of Pd and Pfa . Normally, six values
of Pd are given, from 0.1 to 0.9, but may be modified to include particular desired
values.
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False alarm time is computed from Pfa and other parameters in the program.
Signal processing losses are provided to the software according to the type of radar.
The program then calculates the detectability factor as used in equation (3.1) of
Chapter IE.
Detection Range in Thermal Noise
The detectability factor from the previous module is used to compute
maximum detection range in thermal noise. Entries in this module include clear-air
attenuation, precipitation attenuation, noise spectral density, the receiving line loss
and pattern-propagation factor. The program calculates the detection range, signal
energy and SNR for each probability of detection. The file in this module will be
used later in the jamming module.
Detection Range with Noise Jamming
The user specifies the jammers and their type such as stand-offjammer, escort
jammer and self screening jamming. The program calculates jamming plus thermal
noise density as a function of target range. It also calculates pattern-propagation
factor in the direction of jammer and its equivalent jammer noise temperature.
Detection Range with Surface Clutter
A land or sea clutter environment can be specified. Clutter parameters may
be entered directly by the user, or accepted from standard models stored in the
program. For clutter rejection, a clutter improvement factor is entered or is
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computed from previous inputs. If the factor is calculated by program, it may vary
with range and probability of detection. The program calculates the ratios of
interference-to-noise, signal-to-noise and signal-to-interference as a function of
target range for each detection probability. It also computes the clutter RCS and
pattern propagation factor for each terrain type in the first two range ambiguities.
Detection Range with Combined Interference
This module combines the effects of thermal noise, jamming, volume clutter
and surface clutter. Graphical procedure is most convenient to use for determination
of detection range for the most general case and Artech House software employs
the graphical procedure. Plots of signed and interference level versus range are
generated in section C of Chapter IV.
Radar Evaluation Software has several other modules which have not been
used in this thesis.
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